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I. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that one has some system with inputs drawn from a set Z* 
which produces outputs in some set Lx*. The system is assumed to have 
sonm state set S. Suppose that all possible experiments are run on the 
system ill the sense that we can tabulate a relation R of all inpuVoutput 
pairs which the system can produce. (We will vary the starting state.) 
A problem of some importance in systems theory (Zadeh and Desoer, 
1963) is to synthesize a system which has as its relation R where R has 
been "given" in advance. 
In this paper, we study sequential relations which are the relations 
which arise in this manner when the system is a finite sequential machine. 
Our main results include synthesis procedures for constructing the se- 
quential machine when the relation is "reasonably given." Also several 
characterizations of equential relations are given as well as connections 
with other families of relations tudied in automata theory. 
This study was stimulated by a lecture given by Professor 5i. A. 
Aizermann in July 1964 at the University of California, Berkeley. 
Professor Aizermann described a method for the synthesis of sequential 
machines by a "question-answer" p ocedure. Since the technical details 
of the method were omitted, we derived a method which satisfied the 
general characteristics mentioncd by Professor Aizernmnn. Recently, 
the original algorithm has become available (see Tal, 1964). It turns 
out that the two methods have very little in common. Our method is 
• 7, 
presented as an appendix to this ]oa~dr. , 
Our method synthesizes a sequential function f by constructing the 
minimal sequential machine which computes f; this machine has a dis- 
* This study was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, 
Office of Aerospace Research, United States Air Force, Grant AF-AFOSR-639-65. 
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tinguished initial state. Attempting to generalize our method to machines 
without initial states lcd naturally to sequential relations. 
Professor L. A. Zadeh pointed out the relevance of the synthesis prob- 
lem to the theory of systems. The present paper is the result of our in- 
vestigations. Related results on scquential rclations have bccn obtained 
indepcndently by Gill (1966) and Deuel and Gill (1966). 
II. BASIC PROPERTIES 
We recall the definition of a sequential machine (Ginsburg, 1962). 
DEFINITION. A sequential machine is a 5-tuple ill = (2~, 4, S, f, g) 
(i) 2~ is a finite nonempty set (inputs). 
(it) A is a finite nonempty set (oulpuls). 
(iii) S is a finite nonempty set (stales). 
(iv) f is a function from S X 2~ into S (direct ransition funcliolzs). 
(v) g is a function from S X E into A (oulpulfunclion). 
To describe the sequential operation of M, it is necessary to extend 
domain of the functions 1 f and g. 
DEFINITION. Let 111 = (E, A, S, f, g) be a sequential machine. For each 
s E S, a E E, x E 2;*, define 
f (s ,  A) = s g(s, A) = A 
f(s, ~x) = f(f(s, ~), x) g(s, ~x) = g(s, ~)g(f(s, ~), x) 
We now associate a relation with each sequential machine. 
DEFINITION. Given a sequential machine M = (Z, 4, S, f, g), the reIa- 
tiol~ computed by M, denoted by R(M), is defined as 
R(M) = U (J {(x, g(s, ~))} 
~ES xE '~* 
At this point, it is possible to define sequential relations which are the 
main topic of this paper. 
DEFINITION. A relation R ___ (E X A)* is a sequenlial relation over 
:~ X A (abbreviated SR/(E X A)) if there is a sequential machine M 
such that R = R(M). 
Convention. I t is always understood that E ~0 and A ~ 9. 
An important variant of a sequential relation is a sequential function 
(Raney, 1958). 
1 Let  X and Y be sets of words. The  product of X and Y is XY = {xy [ x E X 
and y E Y} where xy is the concatenat ion of x and y. Define X ° = {/t] where A 
is the empty  word and X i+1 = XIX .  X*  = U i~_oX i. Thus,  if Z is a finite nonempty  
set,  ~* is the free monoid generated by  2~. 
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DEFINITION'. Let M = (2;, 4, S, f, g) be a sequential machine. Define 
the function g.(x) = g(s, x) for each x E 2;*. A function g from 2~* into 
4" is said to be a sequential function if there is a sequential machine 
M = (~, 4, S, f, g) and there is a state s E S such that 
g(x) = g,(x) , 
for each x E Z*. 
Remark. Every sequential relation which is a function is a sequential 
function. A sequential function need not be a sequential relation. (Cf. 
remark following Theorem 2.3.) 
Our first result is an alternative characterization f sequential relations. 
TttEORE~ 2.1. A relation R C (Z X 4)* is a SR/ (Z  X 4) i f  and only 
i f  there exist a finite number of sequential functions (over Z X A), gl , " -  , 
g, , such that 
(a)  /~ = U~=~ g,. 
(b) For each ~ E ~ and each sequential function g~, there exists a se- 
quential function gi such that for all x E Z*, g,(az) = g,(a)gj(x). 
Proof: The forward direction follows inunediately from Definition 2.2. 
Conversely, assume that R = U~"=I g, where the g, satisfy condition 
(b) above. We define M = (~, 4, S, L g) where S = {g, [ i = 1, --- , n}. 
f i s  defined by the eondition](g,, ~) = gj where j = rain {k I O,(ax) = 
g,(cr)gk(x) for all x E Z*} while g(g,, ~) = g,(a). 
Condition (b) guarantees that, f is well defined, g is well defined since 
the g~ are functions, and M is therefore a sequential machine. 
R(M)  = U U I (x ,g (s ,x )}  
aE8 xE- TM 
= 0 U {(z, .o,(z) I 
i~ l  zE y-* 
=R 
Thus R is a SR/ (Z  X ~X) which concludes the proof. 
In order to give alternative characterizations of sequential relations, 
some of the definitions from automata theory are required. 
DEFINITION'. A finite automaton is a 5-tuple A = (2~, S, M, a,/7) where 
(i) 2~ is a finite noncmpty set' (inputs). 
(ii) S is a finite nonempt'y set (stales). 
(iii) a E S is the initial state. 
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(iv) F __. S is the set of final states. 
(v) M is a function from S X 2~ into S (direct transition function). 
The domain of M is extended to S X Z* by the following definition: 
M(s,A) = sandM(s,  ax) = M(M(s ,a ) ,x )  for alls E S,a E Z,x E Z*. 
DEFINITION. Let A = (Z, S, M, a, F) be a finite automaton and let 
x E Z*. A is said to accept or recognize x if M(a, x) E F. The set of all 
sequences accepted by A is denoted by T(A) and is called the behavior 
of A. A set R ~ Z* is called Z-regular if there is a finite automaton 
A = (Z, S, M, a, F) such that R = T(A) .  
The following definitions will also be needed in the characterization. 
DEFINITION. A set R ___ Z* is prefix closed if for all x, y E Z*, xy E R 
implies x E R. x is called a prefix of xy. Similarly R ~ Z* is suffix closed 
if xy E R implies y E R for all x, y E Z*. y is called a suffix of xy. 
Notation. For x E Z*, lg (x) denotes the length of x. 
DEFINITION. A relation R _c_ Z* X A* is said to be length preserving if 
for each (x, y) E R, lg (x) = lg (y). 
DEFINITION. A length preserving relation R is prefix closed if 
(x~x2, y~y~) E R and lg (x~) = lg (y~) implies (x~, y~) E R. 
The following definition is originally due to Elgot, (1961). 
DEFINITION. /k relation R ~ (Z X A)* is said to be strongly extendable 
over Z if for each (x, y) E R and each a E ~, there exists ~ E A such that 
(xa, y~) E R. A relation R ___ (Z X A)* is said to be functionally ex- 
tendable if for each (x, y) E R and a E 2~, there is a unique ~ E A such 
that (x~, y~) E R. 
Using the above definitions, Elgot has given ,~ natural characterization 
of sequential functions. Elgot's thcorcm 7.1 is quoted below. 2
TtIEOREM 2.2. (Elgot, 1961). Let Z, A ~ O. R C_ Z* X A* is a sequential 
function over Z if and only if 
(a) R is (Z X A)-regular. 
(b) R if a function. 
(c) dora(R) = Z* (cf. footnote 3). 
(d) R is prefix-closed. 
Remark. Note that the condition (a) implies that R is length pre- 
serving. 
The following proposition sunmmrizes a number of basic properties of 
sequential relations. The proof is omitted. 
2 In Elgot 's paper, the "Moore-model" of a sequential machine is used while 
we use a "Mealy model." Since it is well known that  those models are equivalent, 
Elgot 's theorem carries ovcr to the present discussion. 
a dom (R) denotes the domain of the relation R, i.e., dom (R) = {x ] (x, y) E R}. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. I f  R C._C_ Z* X A* is a SR/(2; X A), then 
(a) R is (2; X A)-regular. 
(b) R is length preserving. 
(c) R is prefix and su~x closed. 
(d) R is strongly extendable over Z. 
(e) I rA  C_ p, then R is SR/ (Z  X F). 
(f) R is infinite. 
We now give another characterization f sequential relations. The 
proof will depend oil a lemma to be proven in the next section, namely, 
that sequential relations are closed under union (Lemma 3.3). 
TtlEOREM 2.3. Let R ~ (2; X A)*. R is a SR/ (Z  X A) i f  and only if 
(a) there are sequential funclions, gl , " "  , g~ , over 2; X fl such that 
R = U~lg~,and 
(b) R is suffix closed. 
Proof: If R is a SR/ (Z  X A), then (a) and (b) follow from Theorem 
2.1 and Proposition 2.1(c). Conversely, assume that R = U~'-g~ 
(2;)< A)* is suffix closed and that each g~ is a sequential function over 
2; X A. Since g~ is a sequential function, there is a machine 
M~ = (2;, A, S~, f~, h~) with the following propcrtics: There is a state 
s~ E S~ such that 
(i) g,(x) -= h,(s~, x) for each x E 2;*. 
(it) For each t E S , ,  there is some x E 2;* such that f~(s,, x) = t. 
We shall complete the proof by showing R = Ui~=x R(2L) .  By con- 
struction, g, C__ R(M~) so that 
n = 0 g, _c 0 
g=l ' i=l  
Conversely, suppose (x, y) E U~ R(M~). Then (x, y) E R(Mk) for 
some h(1 =< h =< n). Thcre is some state l E SE such that hk(t, x) = y. 
By (it) above, there exists u E 2;* such that fk(sk, U) = t. 
Let v E A* be defined as v = hk(sk, u). Thus 
gk(~,X) = hk(s~, ux) 
= h~(s~, u)h~(A(s~, u), x) 
= hk(Sk, u)kk(t ,  z )  = vy. 
Therefore, (ux, vy) E gk ~ Us=l g, = R. Since R is suffix closed, 
(x, y) E R. This completes the proof that U i~ R(M~) = R. Clearly, the 
R(M~) are SR/ (Z  X A), so by Lemma 3.3, R is a SR/(2; X A). 
Remark. Note that when n = 1 in Theorem 2.3, the following result is 
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obtained. A sequential function g is a sequential relation if and only if g 
is suffix closed. 
III. CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
In this section we obtain a number of results concerning the operations 
under which sequential relations are closed. See (Elgot-Mezei, 1965) for 
some related results. 
Notalion. R(2:, A) denotes the set of all sequential relations over 
~XA.  
Our results are summarized in Table I. 
We now proceed to verify the first column of Table I. 
L~,,~L~m 3.1. I f  4 I A I = 1, lhen R C (21 X A)* is a SR/ (Z  X A) i f  and 
only if  R = (21 X A)*. 
Proof." Let A = {~}. It is clear that (2: X {~} )* is computed by a one 
state sequential machine. Conversely, let R be a SR/(21 X {5} ). By 
Theorem 2.1, R = U~-I g~ where each g~ is a sequential function. For 
each i, g~ = (21 X {~} )* since g~ is length preserving and dom g~ = 21" by 
Theorem 2.2 (a) and (c). 
To justify eolunm 1 of Table I, note that Lemma 3.1 immediately 
implies that R(21, {~} ) is closed under union, intersection, product, and 
transpose. Moreover, R(21, {~} ) cannot be closed under complementation 
or symmetric difference. 
Remark. R(21, {~1 ) is closed under converse if and only if )3 = {~1. 
Next, we consider composition of sequential relations 
LE.~IMA 3.2. Lel A ~ 2: and R, S be SR/(21 X A). Then R o S is a 
SR/(21 X A). 
Proof." Let R = R( M1) where MI = (21, A, St , fl , gl) and S = R(M~) 
where/112 = (2:, A, $2, f~, g~). Assume, Mthout loss of generality, that 
St fl $2 = ll. Construct M = (21, A, S~ U $2, f, g) wheref((s~, s~.), ~) = 
(f l(sl, a), f~(s2, ~)) and g((s l ,  s~), ~) = g2(s~., gl(sl, ~)) for caeh 
(sl,  s~) E S IX  $2 and each ~ E N. Thus 
R(M)  = U U {(x,g((s, ,  s2),x))} 
(8t,82) EslX.S~ =EX* 
= U U U {(z,~(s~,g,(s, ,x)))} 
~E81 ~8~ zE TM 
= U U {(x,g~(s.,,y)) I (x,y) ~ R} 
~2 ~Slt xEX" 
= U {(x,z) l (x ,y )  ~ R and (y,z) ~ S for some y ~ A*} 
~EX" 
=RoS.  
] ~ [ denotes the cardinalit!t of A. 
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TABLE I 
CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF ~R/(2; X A) 
Is R(2~, A) closed under [ ~ [ = 1(*) [ Z~ l > 1 
Complementation (relative to (~ X 5)*) no no 
Union yes yes 
Intersection ycs no 
Symmetric differcnce no no 
Coinposition~ (when ~ __.~ 2;) yes ycs 
Converse ~(when 5 = 2;) yes no 
Product" ycs no 
* yes  no  
Transpose ~ yes no 
=(U U 
~1E81 ::E ~'* 
=(u u 
=RUS.  
Lot A C 2;. The composition of two binary relations RI C Z* X A* is the re- 
lation Rto R2 _C 2;* X A* defined by RI o R2 = {(x, z) ] (x, y) ERt  and (y, z) E 
R2 for some y E A* _C2;*}. 
b Let R C 2;* X A*. The cont'erse of R, denoted by R e, is R c = { (y, x) ] (x, y) E 
R}. 
LetR I ,R2C~* X A*.The product of Rl and R2 is RzR~ = {(xtxz, yly2)} 
(x~, yl) E R1 and (x.,, y~) E R~}. 
a Let x E 2;*. The transpose of x, written x r, is defined by A r = 2,, and (ya) r = 
ay v for each y E Z* and a E ~. Let R ___ Z* X ~*. The transpose of R, written R r, 
i sR  r = {(x r ,y r )  I (x,y) E RI. 
There fore  R o S is a SR/ (Z  × A) wh ich  conc ludes the  proof.  
We now ver i fy  that  sequent ia l  re lat ions  are closcd under  un ion.  
LE.~L~I,~ 3.3. / f  R, S __C (~ X A)*  are SR/ (Z  X A), then R U S is a 
ZR/(  × A). 
Proof: Let  R = R(M~)  where ~1[1 = (Z, A, S~ , f~ ,  g~) and  S = R(M~) 
where M., = (Z, h,  $2 ; f2 ,  g2). Assume wi thout  loss of genera l i ty  that  
$1 ['l $2 = ~. Const ruct  M = (Z, A, S~ U $2,  f ,  g) where f = f~ U f2 and  
g = gl (J g2. Since S1 N $2 = t), f,  and  g are funct ions.  Moreover  ~ 
f [ (S, × Z) = f iandg [ (S, X Z) = g, for i  = 1,2.  I t i seasytover i fy  
that  
R(M)  = U U {(x, g(s, x) )}  
8~glUS 2 x~*  
u (U U 
• Es2 =EZ* 
{(z, g,(s, x))}) u (U U {(x, g/s, x))}) 
tE~ 2 ZE~ i' 
s If f is any function from X into Y and A _C X, then the restriction of f to A, 
wr i t ten . f rA ,  i sde f inedas f [A  =f  fl (A X Y). 
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~Ve have completed our verification of the affirnmtive ntries of Table 
I, column 2. A lenun,~ is now established which will be used in verifying 
the negative ntries in column 2 of Table I. 
LE~I.~IA 3.4. / f  I A I > 1, then (2 X A ) * is not a SR/  (2 X A ). 
Proof: Suppose that (Z X A)* is a SR/(Z × A). There exist sequential 
flmctions gl, • "- , gn such that (2 X A)* = I.J ~1 g~. Let m bethe least 
nonnegative integer such that I A ]~ > n. (m must exist since I A [ >- 2.) 
Let xE  ~* with lg (x ) - -m be chosen. Define the set A, = 
{(x, y)] (x, y) E (Z × A)*}. Clearly ]A, ] = I A I ~ > n, but A, c [J,~_, g,. 
Since [ A, I > n, there must exist an integer/~ such that 1 -< k < n and 
(x, y) E gk and (x, z) E gk for some y ~ z. But gk is a function. This con- 
tradiction establishes that (2 X A)* is not a SR/ (2  X A). 
We now begin to apply the previous lemma. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Lel R ___ (Z X A) *. Either R or [~ is nol a SR/  ( Z X A ). 
Proof: Assume that both R and/~ are SR/ (2  X A). If I A [ = 1, then 
R = (2; X A)* and/~ = 0. Therefore R is not a SR/(Y, × A) which 
establishes the ease [ A I = 1. If I A I > 1, then by Lemma 3.3, R IJ/~ = 
(2~ X A)* is a SR/(Z X A) which contradicts Lemma 3.4. So in any case 
the proposition holds. 
We now establish that in general sequential relations are not closed 
under product. 
PROPOSITm.'¢ 3.2. /3" [ h I :> 1 then R(Z, A) is not closed under product. 
Proof: Let {5, 7} E A since [A I > 2. Let R = (2 X {~})* and 
S = (2~ X {5})*. By Lemmu 3.1 and Proposition 2.1(e), R and S are 
SR/(~ X A). Assume that RS is a SR/(~ X A). There must exist se- 
quential functions, g~, • .. , g, ,  such that RS = [.J~%~ g~. Let x E 2~* 
such Ig(x) = n and define A = {(x, 5~'~-~) I0 -<_ i _-< n}. Since 
] A I = n + 1 and A C RS, there exist integers i, j, k, with the proper- 
ties 
(i) 0 =< i , j  =< n. 
(it) 1 _-</¢ < n. 
(iii) i # j. 
(iv) (x, ~'-/~-~) E h and (z, ~i,y~-i) E fk .  
Condition (iv) contradicts he fact that fk is a function and completes the 
proof. 
Remark. Using R and S as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, note that 
R -t- R = R N S = O. Thus R(Z, A) is not closed under symmetric 
difference or under intersection. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. / f  ] A ] > 1, then R(A, A) is uot closed under converse 
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Proof: Let {(~, ~,} ___ A since I A I ->- 2. By Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 
2.1(e),R = (A X {~])* isaSR/(h X A). Assume that R ~ = ({5] X A)* 
is a SR/(A X A). By the remark preceding Lemma 3.2, A = {~i}. This 
contradicts that I A ] > 1. 
Next, we consider closure under *. 
PI~OPOSITIO~" 3.4. I f  J A J > 1, then R(Z, A) is nol closed under.. 
Proof:Le~{~,'l} ___Awhere5 ~ % R = (2~ X {5})* and S = 
(~ X {~'} )* are SR/(2; X A). By Lcmma 3.3, R O S is a SR/(~ X A). 
Clearly (2; X {5, ~'} ) ~ R O S ~ (~ X {5, 3'})*. 
Thus 
(2; x {5,~l)* a (R U S)* ~ (z x {~, ~})*. 
Therefore (R U S)* = (2~ X {5, 3'})*. By Lemma 3.4, (2; X {5, ~,})* is 
not a SR/(~ X A). This establishes the proposition. 
Lastly, we establish nonclosure under transpose. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If] A I > 1, then R(Z, A) is not closed under trans- 
pose. 
Proof: Let {5, ~] ~ A since ]A [ > 2. The set 
R = (Z X {~i})(~2 X {3'})* U (2; X {3'})* 
is a SR/(2; X A). (This is shown by constructing a two-state sequential 
machine M such that R = R(M). The construction is omitted.) As- 
sume that 
R ~ = (2; X {~})*(~ X {~}) U (2; X {~})* 
is a SR/(Z X A). Let a E 2;, then (a, 5) E R r. However, for each 5' E A, 
(aa, 55') ([ R r. Thus R r is not strongly extcndable so by Proposition 
2.1(d), R r is not a SR/(Z X A). 
We have now completed the detailed verification of Table I. 
There are many equivalent characterizations of the regular subsets of 
2~*. (Cf. (Rabin-Scott, 1959).) It  is known that for the regular subsets of 
other nmnoids (in particular, Z* X A*), that these various characteriza- 
tions are no longer equivalent. Elgot and Mezci (1965) have presented 
a number of new characterizations. We now give a characterization of
(2; X 5)-regular sets ( = FAD sets in the terminology of Elgot and Mezei 
(1965)) using sequential relations. 
DEFINITION. Let D be any family of subsets of (Z X A)*. The regzdar 
closzlre GK(D) of D is the least faintly of subsets of (2; X A)* such that 
6 K(D)  is different from thc Klccnian closure of Elgot and Mezei. 
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D c__c_ K(D) and K (D) is closed under union, intersection, product, . ,  
and complementation. 7 
The following alternative definition of the regular closure will be used 
in the induction proof of Theorem 3.2. 
DEFINITION. Let D be any family of subsets of (Z X A)*. Define 
Do = D and for al l i  >= 0. D~+~ = [R I R = RI* for some R1 E D,} 
U{RIR  = RIUR~ for some R1,R~ED,} 
U {R I R = R1R2 forsome R1, R2 E D,} 
U{RIR  = RlI"IR2 for some R1,R2ED,} 
U{RIR  = /~1 = (2; XA)* - -  R1 for some R1E D,}. 
I t  is easy to verify that D~C__D,+I for all i>  0 and that 
K(D) = U~oD,. 
Notation. Let 3(2; X A) = {A _c (2: X A)* I A is (2: X A)-regular}. 
The following basic result is due to Kleene. (Cf. Rabin-Scott (1959) 
and Harrison (1965) for proofs.) 
TH~:ORE-~! 3.1. (I(leene) 
(a) X A)) = x 
(b) X A) = a)ll(,,, a) E X AI).  
The following result is a set-theoretic characterization f Z X A regu- 
lar sets in terms of sequential relations. 
TtIEORE.~I 3.2. 
(a) U lal = 1, llzen K(R(2:, A)) = {(2: X fl)*, Ol. 
(b) ZSI I > 1, th~ K(R(2:, A)) = 3(2: x A). 
Proof: If I A I = 1, then (a) follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. 
If lA I > 1, let {~, ~/} __. A and define A = 1{(~, ~)}l(G, ~) E 2; X A}. 
We shall show that K(A) c_. K(R(N, A)) by induction. For each 
(~, ~) E Z X A and each ~' E A -- {~}, define the relation R (which de- 
pendson~, ~, and 6')as followsR = [({(~,~)} U ((2~- {a]) X [~'l)) U 
{(A,A)}][2: X {~'l]*.RisaSR/(2: X ~).s Defines = (2: U {~})*;Sis~ 
SR/(Z X A) by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.1(c). 
Observe that 0 E K(R(2:, A)) since it is the union of none of 
the elements of R(2:,A). Since D*= {(A,A)}, we have that 
{(A, A)I E K(R(Y,, A)). 
Complementat ion  is re lat ive to (2; X h)*,  i.e., 2~ = (~ X A)* --  A .  
SR = R(M)  where M = (~, A, Is, , s2 l , f ,  g) where S(sl , a ' )  = f(s2 , a')  = s2 
for all a '  E 2;. Also g(s, ,o-) = ~ while g(sl ,a') = ~' for all a '  E ~ -- {a} and 
g(s~, a')  = ~' for each a' E 2;. 
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n N S - { (a ,  A)} = {(~, ~)}. 
Therefore A ~_ K(R(2;, A)) and 
K(A) ___. K(K(R(2; ,  A))) = K(R(~,  A)). (1) 
By Theorem 3.1, K(A)  = 5(2; X A) and by Proposition 2.1(a) R(2;, A) 
5(2; X A). Thus 
K(R(2;, A)) c K(3(Z X A)) = 3(2; X A). (2) 
By (1), (2), and Theorem 3.1(b) 
5(2~ X A) = K(A) ___. K(R(2;, A)) ~ 3(2; X h). 
Thercfore K(R(Z ,  A)) = 5(2; X A). 
At this point, we establish a result (also duc independently to Dcucl 
and Gill (1966)) which asserts that it is decidable whether two se- 
quential machines have the same relation. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R(M, )  and R(M2) be SR/ (~ X A). It is decidable 
whether R(M1) = R(M2). 
Proof: Let 3L = (-~, A, S, ,  f i ,  g,) where i = 1, 2. Lct dl and d2 be new 
symbols. Define A~ = (~ X A, S~ U {d~}, N, ,  S~, S,) where for each 
(~,~) E~ XA,  sE St, 
l if f , (s ,a)  = t and g,(s,~) = 5 
N,(s, (or, ~)) = d, otherwise. 
Also N~(d~ ,(a, ~) ) = d~ . Clearly T(A , )  = R(M~). Since it is decidable 
whether T(Ax) = T(A~) (Rabin-Scott, 1959), it is decidable whether 
R(M~) = R(M2) bccausc our construction is cffective. 
IV. F IN ITE  AUTOMATA AND SEQUENTIAL  RELATIONS 
In Section V, a number of decidability and undccidability results will 
be given. In order to prove these results, certain facts about the finite 
automata which accept sequential relations are needed. (Recall Propo- 
sition 2.1(a).) 
DEFINITION. Let A = (2;, S, M, a, F) be a finite automaton. A is said 
to be connected if for each s E S, there is an x E Z* such that M(a,  x) = s. 
Well known algorithms exist for converting any finite automaton A
into an equivalent connected automaton. (Cf. (Harrison, 1965, 
Chap. 9).) 
We now prove a long sequence oflcmmas which ultimately lead to our 
main synthesis theorem. 
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LE.~I.~IA 4.1. Lel A = (~ X A, S, M, a, F) be a connecled finite automaton. 
U 
(a) T(A) is a SR/(~ X A). 
(b) s E F. 
(c) There exisls (ax, ~y) E (~ X A)* such that M(s, (ax, By)) = s, 
thenM(s, (a,'y)) ~ F foreach'y E A -  {81. 
Proof: Since A = (~ × A, S, M, a, F) is connected, for each s E F, 
there is (u, v) E (Z X A)* such that M(a, (u, v)) = s. By (c), there is 
(ax, ~y) E (~ × A)(2~ × A)* such that M(s, (ax, ~y)) = s. Thus 
n M(a, (u(ax) , v(~y)")) = s for each n >_- 0. 
Assume that M(s, (~, "Y))E F for some ~, E A -- {5}- Then 
M(a, (u(ax)"z, v(~y)"'y))E F for each n >= 0. Thus (u(ax) ~+1, 
v(~y) ~+1) E T(A) and (u(zx)"z, v(Sy)"~ ') E T(A).  By (a), T(A) is a 
SR/(Z X A) and hence prefix closed (Proposition 2.1(e)). Therefore 
(u(~x)% v(~u)"~) E T(A) 
and 
(u(~z)% v(~y)'~) E T(A). 
Since T(A) is a SR/(Z × ~), there are sequential f mctions gl, "" • , g. 
such that 
T(A)  = tJ g, .  
i~ l  
Define, for/~ > 0, 
ik = min {i I(u((rz)~a, v(~y)k'y) E g,} 
and consider the sequence (i0, i~, . - .  ). We shall prove that if p ~ q, 
then ip ~ iq. This will contradict the finiteness of n. 
Let p ~ q and assume without loss of generality, that p < q. Then 
(u(~x)% v(~u)~v) E g,~. 
Since.g,q is prefix closed (Theorem 2.2(d)), for each 0 =< j <: q, (u(ax)~a, 
v(Sy)'~) E g,q. Because g,q is a function, (u(zx)~, v(Sy)~,) E g,~ for every 
0 -<_ i < q. However p < q and (u(ax)~z, v(~y)~'~) E g~ so g~ ~ g,~. 
Thus all the i~ are distinct which contradicts the finiteness of n and com- 
pletes the proof. 
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Remark. I f  the phrase "sequential relation" is replaced by "sequcntial 
function" everywhere in Lenmm 4.1, the resulting statcmcnt is still valid. 
The next lenmm is a statement about those finite automata which 
accept sets which art  prefix closed. 
LE.~t.~tA 4.2. Let A = (Z, S, M, a, F) be a connected finite automaton. 
T (A) is prefix closed if and only if for each (s, (~) E (S -- F) X 2;, 
M(s, ~) E F. 
Proof: Suppose T(A)  is prefLx closed and assume there is some 
(s, a) E (S -- F)  X 2; such that  M(s, ~) E F. Since A is connected, there 
exists y E 2;* with M(a, y) = s. Thus M(a, ya) E F so ycr E T(A ). Be- 
cause T(A)  is prefix closed, y E T (A) .  This contradicts that  
s = M(a, y) ~. F. 
Suppose that  M(s, a) E F for all (s, a) E (S - F)  X Z. Assume that 
there exist words x, y E 2;* such that  xy E T(A)  and x E T (A) .  Let 
y = a~ . . -  a, where as E 2;, and n = 1. Let i be the least number  
such that  xa l . . .a~ ET(A)and  xa l - ' -a~+lE  T (A) .  Then let 
t = M(a, xax . . .  as). Clearly t E S -- F while M(t, (r,+~) E F. This is a 
contradiction, and thus the lemma is established. 
COROLL.~rtY 1. Let A = (~, S, M, a, F) be a connected finite automaton. 
T(A)  is prefx-closed if and only if for each s E S - F and x E Z*, 
M(s, x) E F. 
Proof: The argument is a trivial induction on lg (x) and is omitted. 
COnOLLAiZY 2. Let A = (~, S, M, a, F) be a connected minimal 9finite 
automaton. I f for each (s, x) E (S - F) X 2;*, M(s, x) E F, then T (A)  is 
prefix-closed if  and only i f  ] S - F I = 1. 
Proof: Suppose T(A)  is prefix closed and assume s, t E S -- F 
with s # t. By  hypothesis, M(s, x) E F and M(t, x) ~ F for each x E 2;*. 
Hence s and t are equivalent which contradicts that  A is minimal. 
Suppose S -- F = {s} and assume xy E T(A)  with x (~ T(A  ). There- 
fo reM(a ,x )  E S -- F so M(a,x )  = s. But  M(s, y) = M(a, xy) E F is  
a contradiction. 
The following lemma which characterizes equential functions will 
prove to be very useful later. 
9 Let A = (2;, S, M, a, F) be a finite automaton. Two states , t E S are said to 
be equivalent if for each x E 2;*, M(s, x) E F if and only if M(t, x) E F. A is said 
to be minimal if no pair of distinct states are equivalent. It is well known (Harri- 
son, 1965, Chap. 11) that there are algorithms for constructing the minimal au- 
tomaton, AM, of A. Moreover T(A M) = T(A). 
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LEM.~tA 4.3. Let A = (~ X A, S, M, a, F) be a connected finite automaton. 
T(A ) is a sequential function if and o1~ly if 
(a) a E F. 
(b) T(A ) is prefix closed. 
(c) For each (s, ~) E F X ~, there is a unique 6 E A such that 
M(s, (~, 6)) E F. 
Proof: If T(A) is a sequential function, (A, A) E T(A) so that (a) is 
proven. By Theorem 2.2(d), T(A) is prefix closed so that (b) is estab- 
blished. Suppose that (e) is false. There exists (s, a) E F X 2~ such 
that (d) for each 6 E 4, M(s, (~, 6)) E F or (e) there are 6, ~" E h such 
that ~, # 6, M(s, (a, 6)) E F, and M(s, (,r, At)) E F. Suppose (d) 
holds. Since A is connected, there exists (x, y) E (~ × 4)* such that 
M(a, (x, y)) = s.By (d), M(a, (xa, y6)) E F, for all & Thus (xa, y6)) E 
T(A).  Next we must show that (xa, y'~') E T(A) with y # y'. Suppose 
it were. Since T(A)  is prefix closed, (x, y') E T(A) which contradicts 
that T(A) is a function. Therefore xa E dora (T(A)) which contra- 
dicts Theorem 2.2(c). Thus (d) cannot hold. 
Suppose that (e) holds. Recalling that there is some (x, y) such that 
.l[(a, (x, y)) = s, we have 
(xa, y6) E T(A) and (xa, y~') E T(A). 
Since ~ # % T(A) is not a function. This contradiction finishes the for- 
ward direction of the proof. 
Suppose that A satisfics (a), (b), and (c). Then T(A) is (Z X 4)- 
regular and prefix closed. By Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that 
dora (T(A))  = Y,* and that T(A) is a function. It is easy to show the 
following proposition by induction on the length of x (using (a), (b), 
and (c)). 
For each x E Z*, there is a unique y E A* such that 
lg(x) = lg (y )  and (x,y) E T(A). (*i 
From (,) ,  both the functionality of T(A ) and the fact dora ( T (A) ) = ~* 
follow. The proof is complete. 
We shall next present an involved construction which is used to con- 
vert a given finite (Z X 4) autonmton into ~ sequential machine with 
input set 2~ and output set 4. While the details of the construction are 
involved, the basic idea is quite simple. Wc shall illustrate this idea as 
follows: 
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Fro. 1. Part  of the automaton  A in which s, l~ E F and the states t~, . . -  , 
I~-i , l~÷1 , ---  , t~ (li may  equal t~ when j  ~ k) may or may not  be in F. 
Let (s, z) E F X Z be fixed and let A = {/is [ 1 --_ i --_< k}. Suppose we fLX 
51 E A and let S -- F = {t}. Assume that part of the automaton A is as 
shown in Fig. 1. 
The construction which we shall introduce, called the (s, z)-reduction, 
will produce a sequence of automata. The ith automaton i  the sequence 
will have been altered as shown in Fig. 2. 
A study of Fig. I indicates the basic technique. We take an automaton 
in which there are at least two branches whose labels start with z leading 
from s to other states. These branches are broken to leave only one such 
branch while all other branches go to a "unique dead state." This tech- 
nique will be iterated in all possible ways. The following definition 
formalizes the construction. 
DEFINITION. Let A = (Z X A, S, M, a, F} be a connected minimal 
finite automaton i which S - F -- {l}. Let F' ~_ F be a finite set and let 
(s, ~) E F' X 2;. If (a) for each ~C A and each (x, y) E (2; X 4)*, 
M(s, (zx, ~g)) ~ sand (b) B = {~tE AIM(s, (z ,~))  E F} hasat  ~° 
least two elements, then define the sequence of automata (A6 ~) where 
E B and 
A~' = (2; X 4, S, M~, a, F) 
where 
~~z8 = ~~z I [((s - {z}) x ~ x 4) U ({s} x (z - {~1) x A)] 
U {s} × {~} x (~ - {~1) x {t} U {(s, (~, ~), ~I~(~, (~, ~)))}. 
io B is defined with respect o a fixed (s, (r) E F' :K ~. We write B instead of 
~#,r  • 
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Fro. 2. The part of the ith automaton i the (s, a)-reduetion ofA which cor- 
responds to Fig. 1. 
Define the sequence (As) where ~ E B as the sequence obtained from 
As' by taking each As as the connected minimal machine associated with 
As'. The (s, a)-rcduclion of A is defined to be sequence (As) ,  ~ E B. If 
A violates (a) or (b) or if s ~ F, then A is said to be (s, (r )-irreducible. (In 
this case (As) is (A).) 
Remark. In each autonmton As', only one change has been made. Part 
of the machine of the form given in Fig. 1 has been converted to a part 
given in Fig. 2. 
We wish to iterate the construction. 
DEFINITION'. Let A be as ill the previous definition and letT _.C F X 2:. 
If I T I = ~z, index T by {i I 1 =< i =< n} in any arbitrary (but henceforth 
fixed) way. A T-reduclion of A,  written S ~, is defined recursively by 
S ° = (A) .  
I f  (s, a) is the ith element of T( i  >= 1) and if 
S ~-1 = (A1 ,  - - -  , Ak )  
then 
S ~ = (An,  " "  , AI~(A,.,) , " "  , An ,  "'" , Ak~(A,.,)) 
where for each 1 =< p =< k, (Ap,, . . .  , Av,(A,.,)) is the (s, a)-reduction 
~ T-reductions are not necessarily unique. 
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of Ap. If T = F X 2;, and for each (s, a) E T, A is (s, a)-irreducible, 
then A is T-irreducible. 
The properties of a reduction of A are now derived. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A = (Y. X A, S, M, a, F) satisfy the following conditions 
(i) A is connected and minimal. 
(ii) S -  F = {t}. 
(iii) T(A  ) is prefix closed. 
(iv) For each s E F, a E Z; 5, "1 E A, and (x, y) E (~ X A)*, 
M(s, (zx, ~y)) = s implies "~ = ~ or M(s,  (z, "y)) ~. F. 
Let (s, a) E F X Z. Conslrucl the (s, a)-reduclion of A, written 
(A1, . . .  , A,,,) where A, = (~ X A, S , ,  N~ , a, F~). Then the reduction has 
the folloteSng properties. 
(v) Each A~ is connecled and minimal. 
(vi) S , -  F , - -  i l l .  
(vii) For eacha E Z; ~, "y E A, and(x,y)  E (Z ×h)*  N,(s, (ax,~y)  = 
s implies At = ~ or Ntis, (a, "y)) E F, .  
(viii) T(A~) is prefix closed. 
(ix) T(A)= [.J~2~T(A,). 
Proof: Since each A~ is in the (s, a)-reduction of A, the A~ are con- 
nccted and minimal. This proves (v). 
By (ii) and the reduction procedure, we have S~ -- F~ = {t}, for each 
i. This establishes (vi). 
By Corollary 1 to Lenmm 4.2, for each (x, y) E (2; X A)* 
M(t ,  (x ,y ) )  E F .  
By the reduction algorithm, 
N,(t, (x, y))  E F, for each i. 
By Corollary 1 of Lemma 4.2, T(A, )  is also prefix closed. Therefore 
(viii) is established. 
The following statement is useful in establishing both (vii) and (ix). 
This statement can be easily proven by induction on the length of 
(x, y) E (~ X A)* 
(x) Foreach(x,y) E (Z XA)*,s E F, andforeachi, N,(a, (x ,y ) )  = s 
implies M(a,  (x, y) )  .= s. 
To establish (vii), assume that there arc 5, "/E D, 5 ~ % there is 
(x, y) E (2; X A)*, and there is s E F~ such that N~(s, (ax, ~y)) = s 
and N,(s, (a, "1)) E F~. Using (x) twice establishes that 
U(s ,  (~x, ~y)) = s 
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and that M(s,  (~, "y)) E F. By (iv), either "y = ~ (which is impossible) 
or M(s,  (~, ~))  E F (which is a contradiction). Thus (vii) has been 
proven. 
From (x), it ifim~ediatcly follows that T(A~) ___ T(A) for each i, 
hence 
(xi) [J~E1 T(A,) _ T(A) .  
To prove the converse of (xi), suppose state s violates condition (a) 
of the definition of reduction. Then A is its own (s, a)-reduction and the 
converse of (xi) is established. If state ssatisfiies part (a) of the definition, 
let x = xl . . .  xn E T (A)  where each x~ E (E X A). If 
s (~ {M(a, xl . . .  x,) I 0 <= i <= n}, 
then M(a,  x)  = N~(a, x)  for all i = 1, --. , n. This follows from the 
defilfition of the (s, a)-rcduction. If s E {M(a, x~ . . .  x~) ] 0 =< i < n}, 
then define st = M(a ,  x, . . .  x,) for i -- l, --- , n. Let So = a, then 
M(s~, x~+~) = s,+~ for 0 =< i <: n. Let j be the least integer such that 
si = s and there exists ~ E A such that xj+~ = (a, ~). ( I f j  does not exist, 
then x E T (A , )  for each i = 1, .. • , m because the "part" of A used in 
accepting x is unaffected by the (s, a)-reduction.) 
If j exists, then the (s, a)-reduction of A contains a unique machine 
A~ with the property Nk(s, (a, ~)) E Fk. By the definition of the (s, a)- 
reduction, the following two properties, (xii) and (xiii) hold. 
(xii) For each i (i  = 1, . . . ,  m),  each u E F, alzd each (~', ~) E 
(z - {~1) x ~, ~v,(u, (~', ~)) = ,is(u, (~', ~)). 
(xiii) Foreachi,  ( i  = 1, - . .  ,m) ,eachu  E F - -  {s},a~deach (~', ~) E 
r. x ~, N,(u, (J, ~)) = M(u, (~', ~)). 
Using the existence of j, (xii), and (xiii), we have M(sz ,  xz+l) = sl+l = 
N,(s~, xz+l) for each 0 =< l < j and all 1 =< i =< m. Then M(a,  x~ . . .  xj+~) 
= N~(a, x~. . .  xi+,). 
By condition (a) of the definition of reduction, M(a,  Xl . . .  x~) ~ s 
for each p such that j < p <: n. Therefore 
M(a,  x l . . .  x~) = N~(a, x~ . . .  x~). 
Since x = x~ . . .  x~ E T (A) ,  x E T(A~),  and the converse of (xi) is 
established, this completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
In our applications of the reduction, the process is iterated. The follow- 
ing lcmma completes our description of the automata which arise in this 
construction. The main property to be established is that when an 
automaton A which reco~fizcs a sequcutial relation is reduced to irre- 
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dueible components At,  then each T(At )  is a sequential function and 
T(A) = U, T(At )  (cf. Theorem 2.3). 
LE-~I~IA 4.5. Let A = (~ X A, S, M,  a, F) be a connected minimal  finite 
automaton. Let F X Z be indexed by {i I 1 <-_ i <= n} where n : I F X Z I. 
Assume T(A)  ~ (2; X fl)* is a SR/ (Z  X fl). Define the following 
sequence of sequences of automata 
S o= (A) .  
For each i >= 1, i fS  ~-1 = (At ,  . . .  , A, ,) ,  then 
S ~ = (An ,  " "  , Aln(A~.,), " '" , A,,1, " "  , Amn(~,~.o) 
where i f  (~, ~) is the ith member of F X ~, then the (s, a)-rcduclion of 
A i  is ta i l ,  . . .  , Aj~(.,;.o) for each 1 < j <= m. 
I f  S ~ = (A~ , . . .  , Ak),  and i f  for all 1 <= i <= k, A ,  = (Y~ X A, S, , 
N ,  , a, F~) then 
(i) At  is connected and minimal. 
(it) S - F = {t} and S, -- Ft = {t} for each i. 
(iii) For each s C F , ,  a E ~; % ~ C A, and each (x, y) C (~ X A)*, 
N i ts ,  tax, ~y) ) = s implies "~ = ~ or N, (s ,  (~, "y) ) C F t .  
(iv) T(A , )  is prefix dosed for each i. 
= U~=I T(At ) .  (v) T(A)  
(vi) I f  S ~ = (A1,  . . .  , Ap),  i.e., S ~ is a F X ~ reduction of A ,  then 
for each 1 <_ i < p, T (At )  is a sequential function. 
Proof: Since T(A)  is a SR/ (Z  X A), then T(A)  is prefLx closed. 
Since A is connected and minimal and since T(A  ) ~- fl, there is a unique 
state I such that S -- F = {t}. When h = 1, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 imply 
( i ) -(v).  Assume that (i) through (v) hold for i =< h _-< j <: n. Consider 
h = j + 1. I fS  i = (A~, . . .  ,Ak )  ands  h = S i+~ = (An,  . - .  ,A~,(A~.h), 
• ." , Ak l ,  " "  , Ak,(Ak.h)) by Lemma 4.4 we see that 
I I"('~"h) T(A,.,~) (vii) For each 1 <= i <= k, T (A , )  = ,.,~=1 
and for each 1 _ i _< k, and 1 =< p =< n(A~, h) we see that A~, satisfies 
conditions (v)-(viii) of Lemma 4.4 and thus conditions (i) through (iv) 
of the prcsent lcmma. By the induction hypothesis, 
T(A)  = U~=~ T(A,). 
= U~=, T(At,p) which establishes (v). By (vii) T(A)  U;(_-'~ ''~) 
For each A, appearing in S ~, T (A , )  is prefix closed and a ~ F t .  
We will show that 
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(viii) For each (s, a) E (F, X 2~), there is a m~ique ~ E A, 
N,(s, (,~, ~)) E F,.  
To establish this we perform a case analysis which involves ihe struc- 
ture of A. Suppose (s, a) E (F X 2;) is fixed. Then, three alternatives 
are possible. 
(ix) There is a unique 6 E h such that M(s, (~, ~)) E F, or 
(x) For all 6 E A, M(s, (z, 6)) E F, or 
(xi) Thereare6.'y E A,'y # 6, M(s, (cr,~) E FandM(s, (a,')')) E F. 
If s satisfies (ix), then by the definition of the F X Y~ reduction of 
A, tile (s, ~) reduction is trivial (i.e., S ~-~ -- S ~ if (s, a) is the ith ele- 
ment of F X 2; ). So in each A, if s E F,,  t hen M (s, (~, if) ) = N, (s, (~. ~) ) 
for each 6. So by (ix), there is a unique ~ such that N~(s, (~, ~)) E F~ 
and thus (viii) holds. 
Suppose that (x) is true. Since A is connected there is (x, y) E 
(2~ X A)* such that M(a, (x, y)) = s. Further, M(a, (x~, y~)) E F 
for all/i. Since s E F, (x, y) E T(A). But for all ~ E A, (xz, y~) E T(A). 
This contradicts Proposition 2.1(d) since T(A) is a SR/(Y, X 5). So 
(x) can never hold. 
Suppose that (xi) is true. For each ~ E A, and (x, y) E (2~ X A)*, 
M(s, (ax, ~fy)) ~ s. (Because if not, by Lemnm 4.1, M(s, (a, "y)) E F 
which contradicts (xi).) Therefore the (s, a)-reduction of A is nontrivial. 
That is, if (s, ~) is the ith member of (F )< 1~), then S ~-~ ~ S ~. Now if 
S ~ = (A1 ~, . . .  , Al ~) where Ak ~ = (2: X A, Sk ~, Nk ~, a, F,~), then for each 
Ak ~ of S ~, there is a unique ~ E A such that 
N~'(s, (a, 6) ) E Fk'. 
But since no (~, 5)-branch leaving state s is altered in succeeding reduc- 
tions, wc see that for each 1 =< j _-< h, if s E F i ,  there is a unique/f E A 
such that Nj(s, (a, ~)) E F~. But (s, a) was an arbitrary member of 
F X 2; so (viii) is established. 
Thus T(A) is a sequential function by Lcmnm 4.3. The proof is now 
complete. 
Remark. The entire reduction process is easily seen to be effective. 
Remarl~. The F X :~ reduction depends on the ordering of F X 1~. 
This reduction may not be unique. In general, the decomposition of 
T(A) into T(A~) (where each T(A,) is a sequential function) is the 
"finest possible decomposition." (Gill, 1966) has shown that there are 
minimal nonisomorphic machines with the same relation. In general, 
the machines produced by the reduction may be "relationally equiva- 
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lent" to smaller machines. (Cf. (Gill, 1966).) Not every minimal se- 
quential machine with relation T(A)  is produced in a F X Z rcduction 
from A. 
We now obtain the major result of this section. 
TtIEORE.~I 4.1. Let A = (~ X A, S, M, a, F) be a connected minimal 
finite aulomaton. 
(i) / f l  A [ = 1, then T( A ) is a sequential relation if  and only if S = F. 
Let 14[ > 1 and S -- F = {t}. Let a (F X ~)-reduclion of A be 
(A~ , . ' .  , A~). 
(it) T(A)  is a SR/ (~ X A) /f  and only if: 
(iii) For each 1 <= i <= n, T(A,)  is a sequential function. 
(iv) T(A ) is su~x closed. 
Proof: (i) follows from Lcmma 3.1. Let I A I > 1. Suppose T(A)  is 
SR/(2; X 4). By Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 4.5 (vi), (iii) and (iv) fol- 
low. If (iii) and (iv) hold, then by Theorem 2.3 and the fact (Lemnm 4.5) 
that T(A)  = (J['=1T(A0 we conclude that T(A)  is a sequential func- 
tion. 
V. RECOGNITION OF SEQUENTIAL RELATIONS 
We now consider the problem of testing agiven relation R ~ (Z X A) * 
to decide whether or not R is a SR/(2; X 4). If R is a SR/ (Z  X A), an 
algorithm for constructing a sequential machine M such that R = R(M)  
is desired. These problems are the "recognition problem" and "synthesis 
problem" respectively. 
Since R nmst be infiIfite, it is not clear how R is "given." In order to 
make the recognition problem mcaningful, it is necessary to assume 
that R is given by some finite set of rules for its generation. (For example, 
by a sequential machine M with R = R(M) ,  although this would make 
the rccognition and synthesis problems trivial.) 
First we consider that R is given as the behavior of some finite au- 
tonmton (over ~ X A). 
TttEOREM 5.1. I f  R = T( A ) Ichere A = (2; X 4, S, M, s, F) is a given 
connected minimal finite automaton, then there is an effective procedure 
for deciding whether or not R is a SR/ (Z  X A). 
Proof: If [fl [ = 1, R is a SR/ (Z  X fl) if and only if S = F. (Cf. 
Theorem 4.1.) Since both S and F are finite sets, this test is effective. 
If [ fl [ > 1, then R is a SR/ (Z  X 4) if and o~fly if 
(i) IS -  F I = 1. 
(ii) R is suffix closed. 
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(iii) For each A, in ~ (2; × F)-reduction of A, T(A~) is a sequential 
function. 
(Again Theorem 4.1.) I t  is clear that (i) can be effectively decided since 
S and F are finite. 
To show that it is possible to decide whether or not R is suifk'¢ closed, 
let suf (R) (respectively prcf (R)) denote the set of all suffixes (prefixes) 
of R. It  is well known that prcf (R) is regular if R is regular (Elgot, 1961, 
Lemmu 6.3). But suf (R) = (prcf (Rr))  r, hence suf (R) is regular. 
Finite automata recognizing these sets can be effectively constructed. 
Thus R is SUffLX closed if and only if suf (R) ~ R. Thus (ii) is decidable 
since containment of regular sets is a decidable relation. 
Using Lemma 4.5, each T(A~) in a F X Z reduction of A is a sequential 
function. By Lemma 4.3, T(A~) is a sequential function if and only if 
( iv)  a E F. 
(v) For each (s, cr) E F X X, there is a unique 6 E A such that 
.a[(s, (~, ~)) E F. 
(vi) T(A  ) is prefix-closed. 
By the finiteness of F and F X 2; X A (iv) and (v) are all effective. 
Further, Lemma 4.2 and the finiteness of (S - F) X 2~ × A shows that 
condition (vi) can be effectively tested. So condition (iii) is effective 
and the proof is complete. 
We now start the proof of our principal results which givc a synthesis 
method for constructing sequential machines having a prescribed se- 
quential relation. Two preliminary lcmmas are required. 
LE-xI.~IA 5.1. Lel A = (2; X A, S, N, a, F} be a connccled minimal 
finilc aulomalon such lhal T (A  ) is a sequcnlial function. Then one may 
effectively construct a sequential machine M = (~, fl, F, f, g} such that 
R(M) = suf (T (A) )Y  
Proof: By Lemma 4.3, for each (s, z) E F X ~, there is a mfique 
E A with N(s,  (z, 6)) E F. Define M = (~, fl, F , f ,  g) where f and g 
are defined by the following condition. For all (s,a, ~f) E F X 2; X A, 
(i) f(s, a) = s' and g(s, or) = 6 if  and only if N(s,  (a, 6)) = s' E F. 
By Lcmma 4.3, f and g are total functions on F >¢ 2; so that M is a se- 
quential machine. Further by the finiteness of 2~, A, and F, f and g arc 
finite sets so the construction is effective. Condition (i) may be extended 
to condition (ii) below by an obvious inductive argument which is 
omitted. 
1~ Recall that for X C (~ X A)*, suf (X) is the set of all suffixes of elements of 
X. X is suffix closed if and only if suf (X )  = X. 
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:For each (s, (x, y)) E F × (2; × A)*, 
(ii) f(s, x) -= s' and g(s, x) = y if and only f iN(s ,  (x, y)) = s' E F. 
To show that suf (T(A))  = R(M), suppose (x, y) E suf (T(A)) .  
There exist (u, v) E (2; X 5)* with (~x, vy) E T(A) or equivalently, 
N(a, (~lx, vy)) E F. Since a E F (Lemma 4.3 again), g(a, ux) = vy. 
Then (~x, vy) E R(M). Since R(M) is SUffLX closed (Proposition 
2.1(c)), (x, y) E R(M).  
Conversely, assume (x, y) E R(M).  There exists s E F such that 
g(s, x) = y. Let s' = f(s, x). Thcn by (ii), N(s, (x, y)) = s' E F. 
Since A is connected, there is (u, v) E (2; X A)* such that 
N(a, (u, v)) = s. 
Thus N(ux, vy)) E F so that (ux, vy) E T(A).  Therefore (x, y) E 
suf (T(A))  aad the proof is complete. 
The next lemma explains how the reduction technique is used to ob- 
taiu a sequential machine which has a given relation. 
LE-~I-~ 5.2. Let A = (Z X A, S, N, a, F) be a connected minimal finite 
automaton. IS T(A ) is a SR/(2; X A), then there is a scq~ential machiT~e 
M such that T(A) = R(M) and M ~nay be effeclively co~slructedfrom A. 
Proof: Let (A~, --. , A~) be a F × Z reduction of A. By Lemma 5.1, 
for each A~, we can effectively construct sequential nmchines ~1I~ = 
(Z, A, S,', f~, g,} such that R(M,) = suf (T(A,)) .  Assume, without loss 
of generality, that the S;  are painvise disjoint. Define M = (Z, A, T, f, g) 
where T U~-i ' U ~ U" . =  S~, f= - l f~,andg= ~=lg~ Thefinitenessofthe 
S(', f~, and g~ insure that the construction is effective. By Lemma 3.3 
(more exactly, by the construction i the proof) and by induction, it is 
clear that M is a sequential machine and that 
= 0 R(M, ) .  
However 
R(M) = 0 R(M,) = 0 suf (T(A,)). 
Since, for any family of sets X, U~ex suf (x) = suf (IJ~sx x) 
R(M) =suf(U,~l T(A , ) )=suf (T (A) )  
by Lemma 4.5(v). T(A) is suffix closed (by Proposition 2.1(c)) so 
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suf (T (A) )  = T(A)  and 
R(M)  = T(A) .  
The entire construction is effcctive since the reduction is effective. 
The previous lemmas yield our main synthesis result. 
TttEORE.~! 5.2. I f  a relatio~ R is given as R = T(A)  where A = 
(~ X A, S, N, a, F) is a finite automaton, then there is an algorithm for 
deciding if  R is a SR/ (Z  X A) and if R is a SR/ (~ X A), there is an 
effective procedure for constructing a sequeiztial machine M such that 
R = T (A)  = R(M) .  
Proof: Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2. 
COROLLARY 1. Given R = T(A)  and S = T(B)  where A and B are 
(~2 X A)-finite automaton, then it is decidable i f  f~, R r, R*, RS, R °, 
R X S, R X S, R + S areSR/(Z X A). Moreoverifany of these sets are 
SR/ (Z  X A ), then an associaled sequelztial machine may be effecth.ely con- 
slrucled. 
Proof: The result follows from the closure of regular sets under these 
ol)erations and from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. 
Infinite sets are often denoted by (finite) expressions in some formal 
language. The example of regular expressions and regular events is well 
known in automata theory. ~ We shall assume that a given rclation R 
is a transduetio1~ ~4 in the sense of Elgot and ~[ezei and we shall represent 
it by a transduction expression which we now define. 
For simplicity in the following definition, we take ~ = {0, 1} = ~. 
The extension to arbitrary ~2 and A will be obvious. 
DEFINITION. A trmzsduclion expression over Z* X A* where Z --- A = 
{0, 1 ] is defined as follows. 
(i) fl is a transduction expression. 
(ii) (0, A) and (1, A) are transduction expressions. 
(iii) (A, 0) and (A, 1) are transduction expressions. 
(iv) I f  a, fl are transduction expressions, then a U fl is a transduction 
expression. 
(v) I f  a, fl are transduction expressions, then aft is a transduction 
expression. 
~* The treatment in (Harrison, 1965) adopts this point of view and is assumed 
to be familiar to the readcr. 
~4 Let ff denote the set of all finite relations over 2;* X ~*. A transduction is
any relation contained in the least set containing ff and closed under finite union, 
product, and *. 
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(vi) If a is a transduction expression, then a is a transduction ex- 
pression. 
(vii) Thero are no tranduction expressions except hose given by (i)- 
(vi) .  
The interpretation of trausduction expressions i defined in the con- 
ventional way as follows. 
DEFINITION'. For each transduction ~, we define tile set denoted by a, 
written II ~ II as follows. 
(i) II 9 II = 9 
(ii) II (o, 1~)II = {(0, A)I and II (1, A)II = {(1, a)} 
(ii) II CA, 0) II = I (a ,o ) l  and II (A, 1)II = {Ca, 1)l 
( iv) II '~ U ~ II - II '~ II U II t~ II 
(v) I1 ~ II = II" IIII ~ II 
(vi) II ~* II = II ~ I1". 
The following proposition is stated without proof since its justification 
is implicitly given in Elgot and Mezei (1965). 
THEORE.XI 5.3. R C 21" X A* is a transduction if and only if there exists 
a transduclion expression a such that R = II a II. 
Elgot and Mezei (1965) have shown that the transduetions are exactly 
the sets accepted by nondeterministie automata) 5 
The following lemma is needed in deciding whether a transduction 
expression is length-preserving. 
LE.~t.xiA 5.3. Let a, ¢t, and "t be transduction expressions where 1] a II ~ 9 
a,~d II ~" II ~ 9. II ,~t~*~ It is length-preserving if and only if 
(i) l[ a3, II is length-preserving and II t~* II = {CA, A)}, or 
(ii) II ~ II is length-preserving and II t~* II ~ {CA, ~t)} a,~d II t~ II is 
length-preserving. 
Proof: Sufficiency is obvious. Suppose that [1 afl*-~ II is leiagth-preserv- 
ing. If II t~* II = {(~t, A)} (i.e., II t~ II = 9 or {(,X, A)I),  then I I-~ Ilmust 
be length-preserving. 
Suppose II t~* 11 ~ {(A, A)I, then there exists (to, x) E II t~* II where 
(w, x) ~ (A, A). Since II ,~ II ~ 9 and II "Y II ~ 9, let (u, o) E II ~ II and 
(v, z) E II ~ II. Because (uwy, vxz) E II -~*~ II and 11 ~* 'y  II is length- 
preserving, we have that lg (it) + lg (iv) + lg (y) = lg (v) + lg (x) + 
lg (z). Suppose that lg (w) ~ lg (x). Then 
lg (u) + 21g (iv) + lg (y) # lg (v) + 21g (x) + lg (z). 
~5 A nondeterministic automaton is a 6-tuple A = {:~, a, 8, v, a, F} where Z and zX 
are finite nonempty sets of inputs and oulpuls respectively. S is a finite noncmpty 
sct of stales while a E S and Y C S. v is a finite subset of S X x* X ,.x* X S. 
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On the other hand (ww, xz) E ]1 f*  ][ so that this contradicts that 
II ~f*'Y II is length-preserving. Therefore lg (w) = Ig (x) for any (w, x) E 
II f* II. Hence 11 f II ~ II f* II is length-preserving so that 
lg (u) + lg (y) = lg (v) + Ig (z) 
i.e., 11 a3' II is length-preserving. 
We shall nced tile following lemma. 
L~.~t.~1.,~ 5.4. Let a lransduclion R ~ Z* X A* be given by a lransduclion 
expression ct (i.e., R = I I .  II). There is an effeclive procedure for deciding 
whelher R is length-preserving. 
Proof: Let a denote R. Vire first consider the case where no *'s occur in 
a. a is modified in the following systematic way. 
(a) If fO or Dfl occurs as part of a where f is a trausduction expression, 
replace fO or 13fl by O. Contimm until there are no occurrences of fl9 
or 13~. If f U 13 or 13 O f occurs in a, replace it by f.  Then a is length- 
preserving iff the resulting expression is. 
(b) Replace each (a, b) in tim resulting cxpression by (lg (a), lg (b)). 
(c) Reduce the resulting express'ion by the rules 
fir = {(lg (b,) q- lg (c,), Ig (b,,) q- lg (c_~))l 
(lg (b,), lg (b,)) E f, (Ig (c,), lg (c:)) E 7}. 
(d) Merge the rcsulting expression by the rule 
f O3, = {(a,b) l (a ,b )  E f or (a,b) E ~'}." 
(e) R is length-prcserving iff the set of numbers from a, call it &, 
is a subset of the equality relation. Since ~ is finite, this is decidable. 
In the general case, where a has *'s, proceed as follows. 
1. Do step (a) above. 
2. Pass to the innermost starred term of a, call it a~*. If there are 
several, work from left to right (e.g., in (fi*f_~*fl3*)* do f1* first.). 
3. Test a~ for being length-preserving by steps (b) - (e) .  (Thi.~ is 
valid since there are no . 's in at.) 
4. If II a~ II is length-preserving, replace al* by (A, A) in a and go to 
step 5. If it is not length-preserving, then a is not and we are done. 
5. If no *'s remain, use (b) - (e)  again. 
6. If *'s remain go to step 2 and continue. 
Clearly, the process will terminate since the number of stars is reduced 
in each iteration. Using the previous lcmma, the verification of the 
algorithm is immediate. 
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Example. 
a = (0, 1)*((A, 1) 13 fl)* 13 (001, llO) 
at = (0, 1)*(A, 1)* 0 (001, 110) 
a2 = (h, A)(A, 1)* 13 (001, 110). 
Hence a is not length-preserving since (A, 1) is not. 
THEORE.~I 5.3. Let R ~ 2:* X A* be denoled by a transduclion expression 
a(i.e., R = II a II)" I l is decidable whether R is a SR/ (Z  X A). 
Proof: By Lemma 5.1, it is decidable if R is length-preserving. If R 
is not length-prcscrving, then R is not a SR/ (Z  X A). If R is length- 
preserving, then, by Corollary 6.6 of Elgot and hlezei (1965) R is 
(Z X A)-regular. If R is (2: X A)-regular, it is decidable whether R is a 
SR/ (Z  X A) by Theorem 5.1. 
By the closure properties of transductions, we have the following 
result. 
ConoLI,Xnv. Let R, S be relalions given by lransduclion expressions. 
There is an effective procedure for deciding whelher R 13 S, R o S, R*, 
R r, and R ~ are SR/ (Z  X A). 
In preparation for some undecidable questions, we recall the following 
result of Post (1946). 
TnEORE.~I 5.4. (Post, 1946) Lel INN > 2 and (x~, . . . ,  x,)  and 
(Yl , "'" , Y~) two sequences of elemenls of 2:Z*. It is recursively unsolvable 
lo decide if there is some m and some inlegers il , . . .  , i,,, 1 <= iy <= n for 
1 <= j <= msuchthatxq . . .  x~. = Y,t "'" Y~.,. 
The following result is virtually immediate. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let I ~ I >---- 2 and R be a SR/ (Z  X 2;). Let S be a lrans- 
duction (over Z* X Z*). It is recursively unsolvable to delermine if R n S 
is emply, finite, or in~nite. 
Proof: Let R be the equality relation on ZZ*. R is clearly a SR/  
(Z X Z). Let (xl, . . -  , x~) and (y~, - . .  , y,) be sequences of elements of 
2:21". Define S' = (U~'=1 U~'=l (x~, yy))*. Clearly S is a transduction. 
(hloreover, S is a S-lransduelion i the sense of Elgot and 5[ezei (1965).) 
Now S N R = tl if and oifly if there is no solution to the Post corre- 
spondence problem. Thus it is undccidable to determine if R 17 S = 0. 
Since if there is one solution to the problem stated in Theorem 5.4, 
there are infinitely many solutions, it is undecidable to determine if 
R [3 S is infinite. Since R [3 S is finite if and only if it is empty, it is re- 
cursively unmlvable to determine if R [3 S is finite. 
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Remark. The proof of the previous theorem indicates that the result 
holds for S-transductions which arc a "relatively weak" type of transduc- 
tion. 
We have nmde the point that decidability questions involving SR/ 
(Z X A) depend very nmch on the form in which the relation is given. 
To illustrate this point, we now assume that the sequential relation is 
given by a context free grammar. (We suppose that the reader is familiar 
with Bar-Hillel (1964).) 
TIIEOREM 5.6. Let I ~ I >= 2 and let R ~ (~ X A)* be given by a contexl 
fl'ec grammar G(i.e., R = L( G) ). It is recm'sively ~tnsoh,ablc to dechle if 
R is a SR/(Z X A). 
Proof: Consider the case I b I = 1. Suppose R _.c (Z X A) * is generated 
by a context-free grammar. Then dora (R) is a context-free language) 6 
By Lenuna 3.1, R is a SR/(~ X A) if and only if dora (R) = Z*. 
By Theorem 6.3(c) of Bar-Hillel (1964), it is recursively unsolvable to 
decide if a context-free language is equal to Z*. The lemma is established 
when I A [ = 1. If there were a decisiou procedure when I A I > 1, then 
we could regard each R ___ (Z X {~} ) * as a relation R c (Z X A) * (where 
E A and I A I > 1) and decide if R is a SR/(~Z X A) or not. This would 
contradict the case I A ] = 1. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
During tim last decade sequential functions have been extensively 
studied. The results of these investigations have shown them to be quite 
useful and well-behaved objects. ~Ve have therefore considered a gelmrali- 
zation of sequential functions to sequential relations, relations given as 
the union of all sequential functions associated with a fixed sequential 
machine. Our results how that sequential relations have much the same 
properties as sequential functions. 
Part of the motivation for this study has come from attempts to con- 
struet a unified theory of systems. In such ,~ theory, sonic writers would 
make the input-output relation the fundamental object and attempt o 
derive the state structure from this relation. 
Our results have implications in this direction. The kind of theory 
which can be obtained epends very much on tile form in which the rela- 
tion is given. 
'~ Define a homonmrphisnl ¢ by ~(~, ~) = ~ for all (,r, ~) E Z A. ,p(L(G)) = 
9(R) = dora (R) and dora (R) is context-free by the subst itut ion theorem for 
context-free languages (Bar-Hillel, 1964, Theorem 3.3). A grammar generating 
dora (R) may be effectively eoustructed from G and 9. 
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One of the results one would require from an acceptable theory of 
systems is the following: "Given an input-output relation, R, it is de- 
cidable if R = R(M)  for somefinite sequential machine M." 
In our theory, if R is given by a transduction expression, then we test 
R for being length-preserving. If R passes this test, we can decide if R 
is a SR(Z  X A) and construct a finite sequential machine M such that 
R = R(M) .  
To illustrate some of the pathology of the general problem we present 
an example due to our colleague, Professor P. Varaiya. We wish to 
thank Professor Varaiya for allowing us to use his construction. 
DEFINITION. Let M2 = ({0, 1}, {0, 1}, {st, s2},f2, g2) wheref2(sx, 0) = 
£(s , ,  1) = s , ,A (s2 ,0 )  = f2(s2, 1) = s2, g2( s,,  0) =0, g2(sl, 1) = 1, 
and g2(s~, O) = g2(s2, 1) = 0. For each n :> 2, define M~ = ({0, 1}, 
{0, 1}, {sl, --- , s,}, f~, s,) where£ = f~-1 (J f~' and g~ = g,-1 U g~'. 
We define f~'(s~, O) = s,,_l, . f , ' (s , ,  1) = sx, g,J(s,,, 0) = 0, and 
g~' (s~, 1) = 1. 
Since the definition of M,, is recursive, the infinite state machine 
M~ = ({0, 1}, {0, 1}, S~, f~,  g~,), where S,~ = U,<,~s,,f~, = [.J,<~fi, 
"rod g,~ = U~<~, g,, is well defined. See Fig. 3. 
For each ~ >= n _>- 2, M,  has the following properties: 
(i) M~ is minimal. 
(ii) R(M,)  = {(0, 0), (1, 0)}* (J {(0, 1), (1, 1)1" 
This is an example of (i) an infinite sequence of nonequivalent finite 
sequential machines with the same relation and (ii) an infinite minimal 
machine with the same relation as a minimal two state machine. 
Although it is known that there is no unique minimal machine having 
a given relation R, it seems important to give a procedure for determin- 
ing a (relationally) minimal nmchine from a given machine. 
APPENDIX 
A CONVERSATIONAL SYNTIIESIS ~IETtIOD 
In a lecture (July, 1964), hi. A. Aizerman discussed a method for 
the synthesis of finite automata, but all technical details were omitted 
in the lecture. The method presented below represents an attempt o 
formulate a synthesis method which satisfied the conditions discussed 
by Aizerman. Recently, the method discussed by Aizerman has been 
published and translated into English. (Cf. (Tal, 1964).) Interestingly 
enough, the two methods have almost nothing in common. 
At the intuitive level, the method proceeds as follows. A customer C
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FIe. 3. A minimal infinite sequential machine which has the same sequential 
relation as a two state sequential machine. 
brings a digital synthesis problem to a computer design expert E. The 
synthesis problem is to realize a given function f where f is any map '~ 
from {0, 1}* into {0, 1}. The expert asks C how much he is willing to 
spend to realize the function f, because if C has unbounded resources, E 
guarantees a solution to the problem. For the sake of realism, C is as- 
sumcd to have a finite limit oil the cost of the final circuit. We assume 
that the cost is represented by the mnnber of internal states, which is 
denoted by n. 
E then asks C, what is f (0) and what is f (1)? C responds. E then de- 
mands to know f(00), f(01), f(10), f ( l l ) .  After C answers, E begins to 
ask questions of a different form. E asks, does f(OOx) = f(Ox) for all 
sequences x of length at most n - 1? After C answers, E continues to 
ask a large number of questions of the same kind. After a finite length 
of time, E will present C with a minimal finite-state machine which 
computes f or E will announce that no such machine exists with n or 
fewer internal states. If  no solution is obtained, then C must either give 
up or increase n. 
We now make the intuitive discussion precise. 
DEFINITION. ~t is defined as the mapping from ~* to Z* which is 
given by X,(x) -- tx for all x E 2;*. 
DEFINITION'. A sequential machine with initial state N is defined as 
N = <2~, A, S, M, a, N) where 2~(A) is the inpzd (output) alphabet, S
is the set of internal states, a E S is the initial slate, M: S X E --+ S is the 
transition function while N: S X 2; --) A is the output function. 
The whole method epends on the following well-known result (Raney, 
1958; Krohn-Rhodcs, 1962). 
TnEORE-~I A.1. Let f be any fitnction from Z* into A. f is computed by 
1~ The assumption that the alphabets are binary is inessential. 
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the machine N(S) = (2;, 4, [~,  It E ~'1, M,f,  N) where 
~t(j~,, ~) = ~,,, 
N(fx , ,  ~,) = f(t,~). 
Furthermore, N (S) is the unique minimal sequential machine compulin 9 f. 
One inunediately notes that sueh a function f is realized by a finite 
state maehine if and only if {~t] t E ~*} is finite. 
The question and ans~ver game is formalized in the following algorithm. 
Algorithm A.1. Given the tabulation of a function f:  21" --~ A and an 
upper bound n on the number of states of a machine computing f.
1. Le t fbe  the initial state of N(S), i.e., t = A. 
2. Compute M(J'X,, a) for all cr E 2:. 
3. IffX,, = SX~ for any x previously generated, go to step 5. Note that 
this question becomes, "is f(tzw) = f(xw) for all w E Y~* -- {A}." One 
need not ask this question for every w, but. only for those to whose length 
does not exceed n - 1. ~s 
4. If the new state j'Xt, is different from all the other previous tates, 
include it in the state diagram as shown. 
o-lf(lo-) 
5. If.fXt = fXx, the state diagram is modified as shown. 
6. Repeat the process for the words in N* generated in "natural" 
order (e.g., t = 0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11, . . - )  up to and including those of 
length 2n -- 1. 
7. If  the proeess terminates before n states are used, then the result 
is the minimal state graph. 
8. If  the process uses more than n states, we arbitrarily terminate the 
construction sinee either the customer has in mind a function which is 
is This is a form of the main theorem on minimizing the number of states. Two 
states are equivalent if they are (n -- 1)-equivalent in the Mealy model. (Cf. 
(Ginsburg, 1962).) 
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not realizable by a finite state machine or he is too st ingy with the 
states. 
Remark .  This method requires only two types of information, the 
upper bound on the number  of states and the first 
- 1 
I z l -1  
input  sequences. ~ 
Example of the construction:  - 2 
t /(0 t /(0 
A A 000 1 
0 1 001 0 
1 0 010 0 
00 1 011 1 
01 0 100 0 
10 0 101 1 
11 1 110 1 
111 0 
1. Draw kLJ  
2. M( f ,  O) = fho .  Is f (Ox)  = f (x )  for all x of length 1? Tlm answer is 
yes, f(O) = 1, so the diagram is 
O/I 
'~ If we have n states, we need all input sequences of length at most 
n + (n -- 1) = 2n -- 1. The number of input sequences of length at most 2n -- 1 
is 
I~1 ~-  1 if I~l > 1 
I~1-1  
2n if I~l = 1 
where I ~ I denotes the eardinality of Z. 
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3. M( f ,  1) = .FA1, I s f ( l x )  = f (x )  for all x of length 1? The answer 
is no since f(10) = 0 ~ 1 = f (0) .  Thus the state diagram becomes 
o/I  
4. M(11 , O) = fM0. Is f (10x)  = f (x)?  No using x -- 0. Now we ask, 
is f(10x) = f ( l x )  for all x of length 1? Yes. The state diagram becomes 
Ol I Ol 0 
5. M( f l ,  1) -- fXn. Is f ( l l x )  = f (x)?  Yes. The construction is com- 
plete. The minimal machine, a rood 2 counter, is 
0/I 0/0 
I/I 
This synthesis method is altogether different from the one presented 
by Tal (1961). Tal is concerned with machines that realize sequential 
relations and different methods are then required. (Cf. (Gill, 1966) 
and (Deuel and Gill, 1966).) 
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